The Moses Code - Taking the Next Step
Toward a World Wide Awakening
Source: Editors at Lighthouse Trails
On April 5th, The Moses Code film will be released in a "unique synchronized
worldwide opening" 1, just a few weeks after this week's release of the book with
the same title. The book and film without a doubt will become best sellers with
expected promotion by Oprah Winfrey and others. The book/film is following
the release of last year's The Secret, which has remained on the New York Times
Best Seller list for over 59 weeks. The Secret, also a book/film, was highly
promoted by Oprah and carries a similar-type message. In essence, both projects
focus on humanity being divine and having the ability to alter our personal lives
and ultimately alter the world in which we live through hidden mysteries that
the projects supposedly reveal.
The publisher of The Moses Code details the theme of the project:
Is it possible that nearly 3,500 years ago, Moses was given the secret for
attracting everything you've ever desired? The Moses Code was first used to
create some of the greatest miracles in the history of the world, but then it was
hidden away, and only the highest initiates were allowed to practice it. In this
book, James F. Twyman reveals the Code for the first time, showing how it can
be used to create miracles in your life . . . and in the world. By practicing the
principles presented within these pages, you'll discover how you can integrate
the most powerful manifestation tool in the history of the world into your own
life.
The Moses Code is a kind of sequel or next step to The Secret that focused on the
Law of Attraction, which, if practiced faithfully, promises to help one obtain his
or her hopes and dreams. The Secret tells readers and viewers how this is
possible: "You are God in a physical body ... You are all power ... You are all
intelligence ... You are the creator"( p. 164). Incidentally, the author of The Secret,
Rhonda Byrne, thanks a group of spirit guides called Abraham for "their
inspirational teachings" (p. xv).
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Now, The Moses Code takes followers further along the metaphysical road:
You may have been told that this Law is all about "getting" the things you want-things that you think will make your life more satisfying. But what if that's just
the first step, and cracking the Moses Code depends more on what you're willing
to "give" rather than "get." That would mean that you have the power to create
miracles in your life right now! It would also mean that you have the ability, even
the responsibility, to use that power for more than just attracting money, a
better car, or the perfect relationship. You're here to use the power of Divinity
itself to create a world based on the laws of compassion and peace. That's the
task that lies before us.
In a YouTube trailer preview of The Moses Code, viewers are instructed to say to
themselves I AM statements to help affirm their own divinity and power. In one
segment, a man says, "I am the way, I am the truth, I am the light [life]."
Lighthouse Trails spoke with a Moses Code staff member on March 3rd and was
told that the film "was re-edited in a significant way" which led "to re-edit the
trailer as well." The

new trailer

(which can be seen on the Moses Code website) is

much different than the original one. Dropping from over 5 minutes to 1:41
minutes, the new trailer omits the I AM statements as well as any mention of
some of the New Agers who are involved with the project (such as Neale Donald
Walsch). In fact, the new trailer focuses mostly on the Old Testament Moses and
could lead some to believe this is a Christian film about the patriarch, Moses.
However, as can be seen on the Moses Code website, there is a who's who of the
New Age involved with this effort.
In The Secret, many New Age "teachers" were part of the project including Neale
Donald Walsch, Michael Beckwith, Jack Canfield, and John Gray (Men are from
Mars, Women are from Venus). The Moses Code project has a far more extensive
line up of

New Age presenters

including Neale Donald Walsch,

Andrew Harvey

, Cheryl

Richardson, James van Praagh, Debbie Ford, Michael Beckwith, and a number of
others who are dedicated to the New Age vision for the world.
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The Moses Code trailer explains that on April 6th, hundreds of thousands of
people are going to have the opportunity to come together in small groups
around the world to "radiate this peace and use this technology [the Moses
Code] focusing on the Middle East." On the Moses Code website it explains why
this is being done: "It is clear to most people by now that when large groups of
people gather together for a single, focused reason, miracles happen."
Those who have studied New Age philosophy know that New Agers believe that
when a critical mass (said to be based on a physics law) comes together in
meditation, the rest of humanity will be drawn in (through a kind of spiritual
magnetization), and in this oneness, the earth will be healed. The prerequisite for
this to happen is a global, mass meditation by people who believe they are
divine and co-creators in the universe.
The Moses Code says that mysticism is the avenue through which we enter a
"frequency" that draws us into a sacred space called God, and this frequency can
be entered by turning to the I AM field which "helps initiate and enhance sacred
experiences.... the potential is promising, particularly with regard to assisting the
I AM THAT I AM breathing exercises ... developed for the Moses Code."
It appears that with the mass success of The Secret, a new threshold had been
crossed with the public's acceptance of metaphysical practices and philosophies.
What the Moses Code is designed for is to take this acceptance to a new level.
The people behind these projects know that they have a narrow window of
opportunity to saturate Western society before people become bored or
skeptical. Everywhere one looks these days one finds people turning to the
mystical and supernatural for the answers to their problems. One prominent
Rabbi, who writes on current social conditions, has written that 40% of middle
aged men and 33% of middle aged women suffer from various degrees of
depression.

2

What better appeal would seem attractive to these millions of

people than being able to change their circumstances in a quick and timely
fashion. This is what books like The Secret and The Moses Code are offering, and
the biblical gospel is seen by these millions as outdated and irrelevant. Our job
as Christians is to proclaim the opposite, and in so doing preserve the only
message that offers eternal life.
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Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils. I Timothy 4:1
For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us
which are saved it is the power of God. I Corinthians 1: 18
Database of news and research on The Secret
More Information:
Interview with The Moses Code author James Twyman
This article or excerpt was posted on March 4, 2008@ 12:35 am.
From: http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com
Category: * The Secret
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